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Both cards also offer new welcome bonuses:
Chase Prime Visa
The Prime Visa is only available for Prime members. The Amazon Visa is available

 for everyone.
5% back on purchases made through the Chase Ultimate Rewards&#174; Travel Portal

, with an eligible Prime membership (new)
2% back on local transit and commuting, including rideshare (new)
3% back on purchases made through Chase Travel (new)
Previously, your earned cash back would post to your account once per month. Tha

t worked just fine for most cardholders, as it&#39;s difficult to accrue a meani

ngful amount of rewards in a single month. But those who like an instant rebate 

on their purchases will appreciate this change.
What you need to know about Amazon credit card changes
 Min odds, bet and payment method exclusions apply.
 Eligibility restrictions and further t&amp;cs apply.
 30 days to qualify.
 Min &#163;10/â�¬10 first deposit using Debit Card.
 18+.
 Free bets credited as 4 x &#163;5 bets.
Like Sky Bet, Paddy Power offers an early payout feature as well as some good ex

isting customer offers such as the Paddy Rewards Club and the Beat the Drop game

, which will give you good reason to be a returning customer.
Bet builders should be available for all football matches and some bookmakers, s

uch as Ladbrokes, allow prop markets to be included in their bet builders, addin

g to the punter&#39;s advantage, as they can combine them with other popular sel

ections.
I&#39;ve never had any complaints up until now and I&#39;ve had the app about 8 

months.
 When I noticed that the nets and 76ers FINAL score was double 0&#39;s I immedia

tely knew something was off &amp; then noticed haws VS.
 Oddly enough, those were my pucks that I happened to get right! So after cross 

checking the scores last night, from what the leaderboard shows now, if there ar

e no discrepancies, I&#39;m in the lead with 11 points!!! But my points are regi

stering at 0.
 Now, if I AM in the lead for the first time, I&#39;d like to see that! It&#39;s

 exciting!!!! But now I&#39;m just wondering if &amp; how many people may have a

ctually won the jackpot or other prizes but not actually awarded them because of

 this very issue.
 There&#39;s also NO app support whatsoever, so that&#39;s why I decided to leav

e a review.
.
.
 and frankly because now I have trust issues with it too &#128514; I will be muc

h more careful to double check MY awarded points and the scores on the app with 

actual scores from now on.
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